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This is Chrono Trigger.

In terms of content, it is one of the must plays. People will always comment about port quality, but hear me on this: if you have
never played Chrono Trigger before, you REALLY SHOULD. Get this version on Steam, or go to a retro shop and get an
SNES. You will not be disappointed.

Do I recommend this "port"? I'm not sure. But do I recommend this game? YES. Absolutely. Standing Ovation. Get it!

It's one of the most important monuments in gaming, especially from Japanese perspective.. This is my favoriye kind of game.
The puzzle were well thought out and kept me thinking without too much frustration.

. Giving a review now as I suspect the game may not change a lot other than the music in each region.

Its a fun Match 3 gmae with useable clearing power mechanics and added row clearing, bombs, multi color match whirlwinds,
which are awarded on completion of levels. So far I am on level 40 which i belive is the 2nd or 3rd area, fun little cutscenes
between areas to progress the story. Definitely some difficulty in getting 3 stars per instance which is calculated with score and
turns left over.

Your basically trying to get across the board and save the spritelings, two charcters to select from one male, one female. You can
also change their outfits for vanity sake. Also some challenges in higher levels to kill imps or find the correct keys to unlock the
cages. The game comes nice little option to hear all the music in the game under the bonus content which has avatars to
download and wallpapers to play with.

There also appears to be a level selection of expert levels once you complete the game on normal or easy I believe, I am only at
level 40 right now :)

There are a lot of the same match 3 mechanics you find in all the Mobile match 3 products so no real suprises but the game is
graphically beautiful with a Fullscreen option. Also the art is very well done and easy on the eyes. For the 3 or 4 hours I have
spent playing so far it definitely is enjoyable and will have you replaying levels over an over to get those 3 stars.

It has Steam trading cards but not Steam achievements, seems like something that may get added, but there are plenty of in-
game achievements to be collected.

Download the Demo and give it a try, it definitely helped me decide to purchase.

The price may seem a little high to some but unlike its mobile brothers and sisters this is a complete game with no in game
transactions, also its seems like I will easily get 10-15 hours of gameplay depending on how many times i replay levels or when i
decide to take on the expert levels.. NOTE: Review is complete now. Played through the game in its entirety. Additions
are in italics.

First things first, the price is right. Regardless of quality, you can seldom go wrong when you see a price like this. The
art style of the game is fantastic. It's not something I'd expect from a game with a price tag this low.

The second thing I noticed is the music. I spent some time sitting at the main menu eating my lunch before I got into
playing, just listening to the music. Many people don't realize it, but music is a very important aspect to both film and
games, and it helps set the mood. XCOM, for example. in the height of combat, features a pounding bassline.
Depending on your preference, Antisquad one-ups it, opting for a full symphony orchestra, to accomplish the same
thing and more.

Third, the game sets you off with an optional tutorial, making it easy for players new to the genre to pickup the game
and get playing. Many of the old games in the genre don't do much in the way of training, and instead require you to
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read through enormous manuals (think X-com UFO Defense and Jagged Alliance 2),

Alright, first off, this game utlizes the Action Point system, like Jagged Alliance and X-Com: UFO Def, it does not use
movement style of XCOM:EU\/EW, which makes perfect sense, certain classes would be hilariously
over\/underpowered otherwise. Speaking of classes, there are eight characters to choose from, making up five different
classes (the classes that double-up have unique abilities which make them different than the character who shares its
class), and all of them have their place. Squad size is limited to three, as a result, different character combinations will
all yield extremely different styles of play.

As for general play itself, there is no hit\/miss system, nor cover system. So when it comes to tactical elements, your
options are to just skirt outside enemy sight range, and to kite the enemy. You have vision over entire map, which allows
you to set a plan of attack, and a plan is definitely needed. Enemies, as far as I can tell, have comparable stats, the only
advantages you have are your unique character abilities, and the ability to revive your fallen allies. Needless to say, these
advantages are absolutely critical to mission success, due to the fact that on the hardest difficulty, hell, you are hilariously
outnumbered and outgunned.

As for character progression, you earn gold with the completion of each mission and for each enemy you kill. (Be warned, if
you fail a mission you may actually lose gold, so avoid biting off more than you can chew, and keep to the lower difficulties
at first if you just want to progress through the game). With you gold you can upgrade your characters' weapons, armor, as
well as individual stats, such as health, number of actions points, etc. It can also be used to purchase consumables such as
health packs, temporary stat boosts, etc.

Complaints

One of my minor complaints with the game thus far, is the inability to alter the control scheme in-game. The game currently
offers a launcher in which you can adjust video quality, resolution, and your controls, but nothing the actual game has been
launched.

Another problem I have is that you can get gold by posting on twitter and facebook. The game doesn't go out of its way to
shove twitter and facebook integration down your throat, it just mentions it casually, but I tend to dislike games that provide
advantages by using social media. (Though I can't blame the developers wanting to get the word out about their game!)

After progressing through the game, the quality of dialogue has deteriorated immensely. Some games I play for the story,
others for the gameplay, some for both. This game falls more in the middle of those three categories, so it's not an end-all.
The game tries to have a story, and it's not too difficult to make sense of, it's just not put together very well in that regard,
though it can very easily be fixed in later patches.

Having beaten the game on "Hell" difficulty (the hardest difficulty), there needs to be an additional difficulty unlocked
once you've beaten all missions on "Hell", it's just too easy once your squad is upgraded. Every single mission is effortless,
with the exception of one, Losing Control. That mission is absurdly difficult, even with a fully upgraded squad. If every
mission were around that level of difficulty on the next difficulty setting, the game would be incredibly challenging.

Lastly, there are bugs here and there, which is to expected in beta. I haven't encountered any bugs in actual gameplay, only in
the menus, which is great, as it hasn't impeded my gameplay. The bug: skills and stats can be upgraded. Action points can be
upgraded 8 times, +5 each time. I believe I was only able to upgrade it 7 times on one character, yet it yielded +10 on one
upgrade, so technically the end result was the same, just getting there was just quicker. I have encountered another bug which
does effect character stats: if you have a soldier with an upgraded weapon and\/or armor, and they drop into a bleedout,
upon revival they lose the stats from the items for the remainer of the mission (though this makes perfect sense and is fair
were it intended).

tl;dr All in all, it's a fun game, with lots of replayability. If you're even the slightest bit interested in the genre, you can't go
wrong with picking this up, especially for the price. Hell, I've already spent 20 hours on the game, a 1:5 dollars spent:hours
played ratio. I definitely got my moneys worth, even if I am mostly done playing the game until the next update.. I'll just start
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with describing the game a little and listing the cons and pros.

It's a dungeon crawling game with 3 levels to each dungeon. There isn't really any customisation at the start, nor are there
any tutorials, and it's not really needed either. The game is very accesible from the get go.

You get to pick a Positive and a Negative trait at the start of a new game (at first you'll only have the choice of one of each,
but you pick up random knowledge gems that unlock more traits in the dungeons)

You also start with 3 cards that you can use against foes (or to give beneficial effects to yourself) These cards wear out
however. At first a small crack appears, that gets bigger and eventually it breaks completely. There are various qualities of
cards. The lowest one is poor, which means it breaks down fairly quickly. Higher qualities become more common the further
you get in the dungeons.

In theory it's a very small game with not that many tools to your disposal. Since you only get 3 cards you can keep, when you
pick up a new one you have to decide whether it's worth it or not. If not, it gets discarded. Sometimes you come across
equipment that can help you become more durable, evade more hits, etc.

There's no save feature and I'm not sure yet if there's much replayability when you finish the last dungeon. I'll list some pros
and cons.

Pros:

1: Actually more tactical than you'd think. There's various ways to handle a new room. Use a minion, or a clone of yourself.
Or pop a card that causes blood to spray everywhere and lure in a shark.

2: Easy to learn\/play.

3: The price is just right imo.

4: Decent soundtrack

5: Can be played in small intervals, since progress gets saved automatically. This also means when you make a mistake you'll
pay for it.

Cons:

1: Does get repetitive at times. It's basically kill, loot, repeat. But then this something of a rogue-like, so that's to be expected.

2: Lack of customisation. Honestly the only thing you can do at the start is pick traits.

3: Game seems small, I think I'm 3 hrs in and unlocked over half the dungeons so far.

4: Correct me if I'm wrong but seems there's no difficulty settings that I could find?

I'd still recommend the game if rogue-likes are your thing, just don't expect a ton of depth or fiddling around with stats and
such. But for this price I'd certainly grab it.. In this game, play the role of a brave ant that passes boards using weapons on
the back you can improve the weapon for the points gained. The game is not long and difficult, but it is pleasant to gamers..
very fun , better with friends !
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Really simple bare bones arcade tank game.. Defenders of Ekron is lovely gem.
My playthrough consists of a fully upgraded Anakim(the mechs in this game's world), completed story and challenges clocking
in at around 16 hours.

Gameplay:
So the game basically is a twin-stick top-down shooter for the most part.
Initially your Anakim fires a normal blaster with two modes, the rapid fire mode and the lock-on projectile launcher(it basically
works by dropping a projectile and on release sends the drop projectile towards the target locked enemy). Also your Anakim has
a shield that consumes energy.

Eventually as you progress you will obtain 3 new weapons and 2 new passives (1 weapon passive and 1 dash passive that allows
you to dash around) from defeating bosses. Very megaman-esque.

There are 3 bars which are the life bar, energy bar and exp bar. Life bar is the amount of life you have while the energy bar sets
a limit to how many shots you can fire your weapons. In order to recharge, you will need to stop attacking. This creates tension
as you cannot fire your weapons forever.

The exp bar in this game can be built up to create charges by collecting the drops from the enemies.
Each charge can be spent on upgrading your Anakim or activate regeneration of life or activate berserk mode.
This Oxus exp mechanic is disabled in the simulator for previous missions which depending on how skilled you are it might be
hard to play through without the reliance of the regenerate life active ability.

Eventhough the Oxus exp is tied to your mech upgrades, I did reach the last mission fully upgraded with 10 charges remaining
to be used in the last level so there seems to be plenty to go around with the challenges and the missions.
Completing challenges do help contribute to the exp bar and they are interesting to complete. The one thing that I wished was
conveyed better was that on some challenges, you will find it much easier to upgrade the component being used for that
challenge first before tackling the challenge. Had many frustrating moements until I upgraded the component used in the
challenge.
For example, the dodge challenges is much easier if you upgrade the speed component of your Anakim.

The mech also has the ability to be in multiple different modes, a map mode, scan mode, and navigation mode.
I dislike the tank controls of the navigation mode but eventually I just got used to it.
The navigation mode allows you to travel faster, boost forward and lay timed bombs.

There are no re-bindable keys.
I wish there was, as some of the controls I would have love to switch, for example the navigation mode has the boost tied to
double tapping either w(forward) or right-trigger to boost.
Would have rebind \/ use the option of a single button press instead of double tapping.
No mouse sensitivity adjustment.

I started off with gamepad but eventually switched to keyboard and mouse since it was so much easier on the keyboard and
mouse.

There were a few bugs that disrupted my game which have been reported to the dev and they have been responsive.
Using a flamethrower to defeat a boss crashes the game, one boss got stuck on re-load and forced to force quit.
I was fortunate enough that the solutions are just don't use the flamethrower to defeat the boss and to load a previous save and
try again.

Hopefully this will be patch out soon because it can be quite disruptive.

Story:
This was a bit bare to me. I was not really engage with the characters but the world lore is amazing.

Re-playability:
There are a few replayability options like an extra classic mode which is very similar to old school top-down vertical scroller
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shooters and very bullet hell like. Also replaying the missions again without the help of the regen and berserk charges.

Pros:
- Challenging and rewarding puzzles and gameplay mechanics
- Fun shooter combat
- Bosses test your skills in both weapons usage, control and reflexes.
- Interesting combination of on rail elements as well as the exploration

Cons:
- Some bugs that disrupt the game flow
- Some challenges are not optimized for gamepad controls
- Tank controls on navigation mode. (Personal dislike)
- No rebindable keys and mouse sensitivity adjustment

I honestly recommend this game to people who enjoy twin-stick and also arcade top-down shooters. I had a really fun time..
Alright, first off I've owned many games on Steam. This is by far the first review I'll be making for a game. Even though I've
only played it for a few minutes, it's definitely something I'll be launching quite a bit more.

Does it have:

-The Donald
-Overpowered Russian Oligarchs
-Emails
-Global Warming
-Cheeky referneces to current Geopolitical events
-Lastly, I can finally get to see these people duke it out a la Street Figher style.

In all, this game is awesome. Love it.. - - -[ : ] - - -

\u2611 DLC. I know it's a cheap game, but i would really like some better AI.
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